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Everything you
need to know about
the market
this week

Outlook
The ongoing heatwave on the Continent and planned
maintenance on the Nord Stream 1 (NS1) pipeline have
supported short-term markets this week, with day-ahead
power in France trading above £500.00/MWh and dayahead gas in the UK reaching 277.00 ppt. NS1 deliveries
are now back to 40%, with gas prices for August,
September, and Winter 22 down by more than 10.00 ppt
since yesterday. There is still a lot of uncertainty about
Russian flows going forward, but assuming they will
increase further, we should see gas and power prices
continue their downward correction.

Oil

General Context

British Consumer
Price Inflation has
reached an annual
rate of 9.4% in June
amid surging fuel
prices, adding
pressure on the BoE
to raise interest
rates further

The ECB has
increased interest
rates by 0.5% for the
first time since 2011,
and it is expected to
raise them again in
September to tackle
soaring inflation

Oil prices are higher
week-on-week,
supported by tight
supplies and little
spare capacity
globally, but lingering
demand concerns
have limited gains

The announcement
that Libya’s crude
production has
resumed at several
oil fields after lifting
force majeure on
exports last week
also provided
temporary relief

Gas & Power

Nord Stream 1 flows are
back to their premaintenance level (40%),
with comments from
President Putin about the
possibility of a reduction in
the coming weeks keeping
the market on edge

The ongoing heatwave on
the Continent has led to a
spike in short-term power
prices, especially in France
where EDF has once again
warned of output cuts
that could reach 8.3 GW
next week

The European Commission
proposed yesterday a
voluntary gas use
reduction of 15% from
August to March which
would become mandatory
if the EU declares a
substantial risk of severe
gas shortages

Current Prices
Market

14/07/22

21/07/22

Brent (September)

$98.50

$103.00

UK Allowances (December 22)

£81.50

£78.30

UK Gas (NBP): August 22

253.00p

263.00p

UK Gas (NBP): Winter 22

445.00p

385.00p

UK Gas (NBP): Summer 23

302.00p

279.00p

UK Power: August 22

£270.00

£260.00

UK Power: Winter 22

£448.00

£445.00

UK Power: Summer 23

£254.00

£239.00

Change

12-Month Rolling Averages

UK Gas (p/therm)

UK Electricity (Baseload £/MWh)
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